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(54) Method of handling APN based congestion control and related communication device

(57) A method of initiating a service with an access
point name (APN) of a wireless communication system
for a mobile device in the wireless communication system
is disclosed. The mobile device has a plurality of connec-
tions with the APN. The method comprises disconnecting
at least one first connection of the plurality of connections

from the APN, wherein the mobile device keeps at least
one second connection of the plurality of connections
connected; and initiating the service with the APN, after
disconnecting the at least one first connection from the
APN; wherein the APN is congested or overloaded.
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Description

Cross Reference To Related Applications

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Pro-
visional Application No. 61/390,166, filed on Oct. 5, 2010
and entitled "Method of APN based congestion control
by using NAS level request with back-off timer or NAS
level rejection with back-off timer", the contents of which
are incorporated herein in their entirety.

Background of the Invention

1. Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention relates to a method used
in a wireless communication system and related commu-
nication device, and more particularly, to a method of
handling access point name (APN) based congestion
control and related communication device.

2. Description of the Prior Art

[0003] A long-term evolution (LTE) system supporting
the 3GPP Rel-8 standard and/or the 3GPP Rel-9 stand-
ard is developed by the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) as a successor of a universal mobile tel-
ecommunications system (UMTS), for further enhancing
performance of the UMTS to satisfy users’ increasing
needs. The LTE system includes a new radio interface
and radio network architecture that provides a high data
rate, low latency, packet optimization, and improved sys-
tem capacity and coverage. In the LTE system, a radio
access network known as an evolved UTRAN (E-
UTRAN) includes multiple evolved NBs (eNBs) for com-
municating with multiple user equipments (UEs), and
communicates with a core network including a mobility
management entity (MME), serving gateway, etc for Non
Access Stratum (NAS) control.
[0004] A LTE-advanced (LTE-A) system, as its name
implies, is an evolution of the LTE system. The LTE-A
system targets faster switching between power states,
improves performance at the coverage edge of an eNB,
and includes advanced techniques, such as carrier ag-
gregation (CA), coordinated multipoint transmission/re-
ception (CoMP), UL multiple-input multiple-output (MI-
MO), etc. For a UE and an eNB to communicate with
each other in the LTE-A system, the UE and the eNB
must support standards developed for the LTE-A system,
such as the 3GPP Rel-10 standard or later versions.
[0005] An access point name (APN) is used in the LTE
system and the LTE-A system for establishing packet
data connections, and is managed by the MME. Further,
the APN is used for identifying a packet data network
(PDN) or a service type (e.g. multimedia messaging serv-
ice (MMS)), wherein the PDN or the service type is carried
on the packet data connections.
[0006] In prior arts, if an APN is in congestion, i.e.,

overloaded, the MME rejects an attach request, a track-
ing area update, a routing area update or a service re-
quest with the APN transmitted by a UE, and the MME
replies the UE with a Mobility Management back-off tim-
er. On the other hand, when the MME rejects a PDN
connectivity request, a PDN disconnectivity request, an
evolved packet system (EPS) activation request or an
EPS deactivation request with the APN transmitted by
the UE, the MME replies the UE with a Session Manage-
ment back-off timer. In either case, the UE is not allowed
to transmit the same request to the MME, before the cor-
responding back-timer expires. In other words, the UE
cannot transmit the same request for the congested APN
to the MME again as long as the corresponding back-off
timer is running. However, the UE is allowed to initiate a
Mobility Management procedure or a Session Manage-
ment procedure with the APN for a high priority service
or an emergency service, even when the Mobility Man-
agement back-off timer or the Session Management
back-off timer is running. In this situation, since the APN
is still in the congestion and has no resource for providing
the high priority service or the emergency service, the
MME rejects the high priority service or the emergency
service, and a delay to access the high priority service
or the emergency service is caused. Therefore, disaster
may happen due to the delay of the high priority service
or the emergency service.
[0007] Besides, when a back-off timer expires, the UE
can transmit a request to the MME again. However, it is
possible that the APN is still in the congestion and has
no resource for accepting the request, and the MME
needs to reject the request again. If the APN is in the
congestion for a long time, the UE may transmit the re-
quest to the MME for a large number of times, and cor-
respondingly, the MME rejects the request for the large
number of times until the congestion is resolved, i.e., re-
source for the request is available. The large number of
retransmissions and rejections worsen the congestion of
the APN and increases load of the MME. In this situation,
not only the delay of request is increased, delays of other
requests transmitted by other UEs are also increased.
[0008] Therefore, how to handle the high priority serv-
ice and the emergency service immediately is a question
to be discussed and addressed. Further, it is important
to mitigate the congestion of the APN such that the MME
can accept the request as soon as possible. Therefore,
a mechanism for mitigating the congestion of the APN is
needed.

Summary of the Invention

[0009] The present invention therefore provides a
method and related communication device for handling
access point name (APN) based congestion control to
solve the abovementioned problems.
[0010] A method of initiating a service with an access
point name (APN) of a wireless communication system
for a mobile device in the wireless communication system
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is disclosed. The mobile device has a plurality of connec-
tions with the APN. The method comprises disconnecting
at least one first connection of the plurality of connections
from the APN, wherein the mobile device keeps at least
one second connection of the plurality of connections
connected; and initiating the service with the APN, after
disconnecting the at least one first connection from the
APN; wherein the APN is congested or overloaded.
[0011] A method of handling a service for a network of
a wireless communication system is disclosed. The
method comprises receiving a request for the service
from a mobile device in the wireless communication sys-
tem for the mobile device to access the service via an
access point name (APN) of the wireless communication
system, wherein the mobile device has a plurality of con-
nections with the APN; and disconnecting at least one
first connection of the plurality of connections of the mo-
bile device, wherein the network keeps at least one sec-
ond connection of the plurality of connections connected;
wherein the APN is congested or overloaded.
[0012] A method of handling a plurality of mobile de-
vices in a wireless communication system for a network
of the wireless communication system is disclosed. Each
of the plurality of mobile devices has at least one con-
nection to an access point name (APN) of the wireless
communication system. The method comprises selecting
at least one mobile device from the plurality of mobile
devices, wherein each of the at least one mobile device
does not have a connection with a high priority to the
APN; and transmitting a request message with a back-
off timer to the at least one mobile device, for detaching
the at least one mobile device from the APN; wherein the
APN is congested or overloaded.
[0013] A method of handling at least one bearer of at
least one connection of a mobile device in a wireless
communication system for a network of the wireless com-
munication system is disclosed. The mobile device has
the at least one connection with an access point name
(APN) of the wireless communication system. The meth-
od comprises selecting the at least one bearer from the
at least one connection; and transmitting a deactivate
request message with a back-off timer to the mobile de-
vice, for deactivating the at least one bearer of the mobile
device; wherein the APN is congested or overloaded.
[0014] A method of handling at least one bearer of at
least one connection of a mobile device in a wireless
communication system for a network of the wireless com-
munication system is disclosed. The mobile device has
the at least one connection with an access point name
(APN) of the wireless communication system. The meth-
od comprises determining the at least one bearer of the
at least one connection for a modification of at least one
quality of service (QoS) parameter; and transmitting a
request message to the mobile device, for indicating the
modification of the at least one QoS parameter of the at
least one bearer of the at least one connection to the
mobile device; wherein the APN is congested or over-
loaded.

[0015] These and other objectives of the present in-
vention will no doubt become obvious to those of ordinary
skill in the art after reading the following detailed descrip-
tion of the preferred embodiment that is illustrated in the
various figures and drawings.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0016] Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary
wireless communication system according to the present
invention.
[0017] Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary
communication device according to the present inven-
tion.
[0018] Fig. 3 is a flowchart of an exemplary process
according to the present invention.
[0019] Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary
wireless communication system according to the present
invention.
[0020] Fig. 5 is a flowchart of an exemplary process
according to the present invention.
[0021] Fig. 6 is a flowchart of an exemplary process
according to the present invention.
[0022] Fig. 7 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary
wireless communication system according to the present
invention.
[0023] Fig. 8 is a flowchart of an exemplary process
according to the present invention.
[0024] Fig. 9 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary
wireless communication system according to the present
invention.
[0025] Fig. 10 is a flowchart of an exemplary process
according to the present invention.

Detailed Description

[0026] Please refer to Fig. 1, which is a schematic di-
agram of a wireless communication system 10 according
to an example of the present invention. The wireless com-
munication system 10 comprises a wireless access sys-
tem, such as a long term evolution (LTE) system or a
LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) system, a core network, a user
equipment (UE) and two packet data networks (PDNs)
PDN1 and PDN2. A PDN provides services, e.g. Internet,
IMS, etc., to the UE via the wireless access system. The
core network may be an evolved packet core (EPC) net-
work or a general packet radio service (GPRS) network,
managing the PDN connectivity of the UE according to
a Non Access Stratum (NAS) protocol. The PDN that the
UE wants to access is based on the information of ’Ac-
cess Point Name’ (APN) (e.g. APN1 and APN2 shown
in Fig. 1) which is a reference to the PDN for indicating
where the desired services are available. The core net-
work uses the APN when selecting the PDN to set up a
PDN connection. In detail, a UE may transmit an extend-
ed session management (ESM) request via NAS signal-
ing to the core network for establishing a PDN connection
with the APN for a service, e.g. PDN connectivity/discon-
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nectivity request, evolved packet system (EPS) bearer
context activation/deactivation, etc. The core network de-
termines whether to accept or reject the request accord-
ing a criterion, such as load of the APN. The UE is allowed
to access the service only if the core network accepts
the request. Otherwise, the UE receives a response with
a back-off timer for indicating a rejection of the request.
The UE can only retransmit the request to make a PDN
connection to the associated APN for the service after
the back-off timer expires, i.e., stop running.
[0027] In Fig. 1, the wireless access system, the core
network, the APN referred to the PDN, and the UE are
simply utilized for illustrating the structure of the wireless
communication system 10. Practically, the wireless ac-
cess system may comprise other access technologies,
such as a wireless local area network (WLAN) access
point (AP), base station of Worldwide Interoperability for
Microwave Access (WiMAX), universal terrestrial radio
access network (UTRAN) comprising a plurality of
NodeBs (NBs), evolved-UTRAN (E-UTRAN) comprising
a plurality of evolved NBs (eNBs) , etc. That is, a UE can
have multiple PDN connections via different wireless ac-
cess interfaces and connect to the same PDN associated
to the same APN. Besides, the core network preferably
includes a Mobile Switch Center (MSC) , Mobility Man-
agement Entity (MME) , Serving GPRS Support Network
(SGSN), Serving Gateway (SGW), PDN Gateway (PGW)
and Gateway GPRS Support node (GGSN), such that
the request and the response for management of PDN
connectivity and EPS bearers within the PDN connection
can be exchanged between the MME/SGSN in the core
network and the UE. The UE can be a mobile device such
as a mobile phone, laptop, tablet computer, electronic
book, machine type communication (MTC) device and
portable computer system.
[0028] Please refer to Fig. 2, which is a schematic di-
agram of a communication device 20 according to an
example of the present invention. The communication
device 20 can be the UE or the core network shown in
Fig. 1, but is not limited herein. The communication de-
vice 20 may include a processor 200 such as a micro-
processor or an Application Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASIC), a storage unit 210 and a communication inter-
facing unit 220. The storage unit 210 may be any data
storage device that can store a program code 214, ac-
cessed by the processor 200. Examples of the storage
unit 210 include but are not limited to a subscriber identity
module (SIM), read-only memory (ROM), flash memory,
random-access memory (RAM), CD-ROM/DVD-ROM,
magnetic tape, hard disk, and optical data storage de-
vice. The communication interfacing unit 220 is prefera-
bly a transceiver and can exchange signals/messages
in control plane and user plane with the core network
according to processing results of the processor 200.
[0029] Please refer to Fig. 3, which is a flowchart of a
process 30 according to an example of the present in-
vention. The process 30 is utilized in a UE shown in Fig.
1. The UE has a plurality of PDN connections associated

with the same APN, and prepares to initiate a service
with the APN. The process 30 may be compiled into the
program code 214 and includes the following steps:
[0030] Step 300: Start.
[0031] Step 302: Disconnect at least one first PDN con-
nection of the plurality of PDN connections from the APN,
wherein the UE keeps at least one second PDN connec-
tion of the plurality of PDN connections connected.
[0032] Step 304: Initiate the service with the APN, after
disconnecting the at least one first PDN connection from
the APN.
[0033] Step 306: End.
[0034] According to the process 30, before the UE in-
itiates the service with the APN, the UE first disconnects
the at least one first PDN connection of the plurality of
connections from the APN, for releasing resource of the
at least one first PDN connection, to increase the accept-
ance rate of the service. Besides, the UE keeps the at
least one second PDN connection of the plurality of PDN
connections connected. That is, the UE does not release
all the PDN connections with the APN to maintain an
attach status with the APN. Therefore, when the APN is
in congestion, the APN is still possible to provide the serv-
ice to the UE by using the resource of the at least one
first PDN connection which is just released by the UE.
The UE can access the service without a delay.
[0035] For example, please refer to Fig. 4, which is a
schematic diagram of a wireless communication system
40 according to an example of the present invention. Fig.
4 is modified from Fig. 1, and is used for illustrating the
process 30. In Fig. 4, a UE has PDN connections PDN1-
PDN4 with an APN, and prepares to initiate a service
with the APN by sending a request to the core network
(e.g. EPC network). When the APN is in congestion (i.e.,
overloaded), the UE can obtain the information of APN
congestion from a reject message with a back-off timer
for its session management request message with the
APN or from a broadcast channel. The UE can actively
disconnect the PDN connections PDN2-PDN4 and
keeps only the PDN connection PDN1 connected to
maintain an active attach status with the APN. Therefore,
resource of the PDN connections PDN2-PDN4 is re-
leased, and can be used by the APN, and an acceptance
rate of the request for a high priority service or an emer-
gency service is increased.
[0036] Please note that, a criterion based on which
PDN connections the UE chooses to disconnect is not
limited. For example, the criterion can be preference of
a user of the UE, activities of the PDN connections PDN1-
PDN4 (e.g. disconnecting the PDN connections with low
activities), priorities of PDN connections PDN1-PDN4
(e.g. disconnecting the PDN connections with low prior-
ities), or any combination of above. In other words, the
UE may disconnect the PDN connections with priorities
lower than a priority of the service to request, and keeps
at least one PDN connection connected. The UE com-
pares the priorities of the PDN connections PDN1-PDN4,
chooses at least one PDN connection with at least one
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lowest priority, and disconnects the at least one PDN
connection. Since at least one PDN connection is kept
for maintaining the attach status, the UE does not need
to reattach to the APN and additional delay is avoided.
Therefore, when the PDN connection for priority/emer-
gency services is established, the core network can fur-
ther disconnect other PDN connection with a lower pri-
ority.
[0037] Therefore, according to the above illustration
and the process 30, when a UE prepares to initiate a
service with an APN, especially a high priority service or
an emergency service, and the APN is in congestion, the
UE can disconnect at least one PDN connection with the
APN which are not necessary to obtain resource of the
at least one PDN connection. When a back-off timer is
running on the UE due to APN congestion control or the
UE is aware of the APN connection from the broadcast
channel, the UE can transmit a PDN disconnect message
to the network for disconnecting a PDN connection. Pref-
erably, the PDN disconnect message is a PDN DISCON-
NECT REQUEST message defined in the 3GPP stand-
ard. Accordingly, the service can be accepted with a high-
er acceptance rate by using the resource of the at least
one PDN connection.
[0038] On the other hand, in addition to solve insuffi-
cient resource for accessing a service from a UE with
multiple PDN connections associated to the same con-
gested APN, it is also effective to solve the insufficient
resource from the core network. Please refer to Fig. 5,
which is a flowchart of a process 50 according to an ex-
ample of the present invention. The process 50 is utilized
in the core network shown in Fig. 1. The process 50 may
be compiled into the program code 214 and includes the
following steps:
[0039] Step 500: Start.
[0040] Step 502: Receive a request for a service from
the UE in a wireless communication system for the UE
to access the service via the APN, wherein the UE has
a plurality of PDN connections with the APN.
[0041] Step 504: Disconnect at least one first PDN con-
nection of the plurality of PDN connections of the UE,
wherein the core network keeps at least one second PDN
connection of the plurality of PDN connections connect-
ed.
[0042] Step 506: End.
[0043] According to the process 50, when the core net-
work receives the request for the service from the UE to
access the service via the APN, wherein the UE already
has the plurality of PDN connections with the APN, the
core network disconnects the at least one first PDN con-
nection of the plurality of PDN connections of the UE, for
releasing resource of the at least one first PDN connec-
tion, to increase the acceptance rate of the service. Be-
sides, the core network keeps the at least one second
PDN connection of the plurality of PDN connections con-
nected. That is, the core network does not release all the
PDN connections between the UE and the APN to main-
tain an attach status of the UE with the APN. Therefore,

when the APN is in congestion, the APN is still possible
to provide the service to the UE by using the resource of
the at least one first PDN connection which is just re-
leased by the core network. The UE can access the serv-
ice without a delay.
[0044] For example, please refer to Fig. 4, which is
now used for illustrating the process 50. In Fig. 4, a UE
has PDN connections PDN1-PDN4 with an APN, and
prepares to initiate a service by sending a request to the
core network. Since the APN is in congestion (i.e., over-
loaded), the core network can actively release network
congestion situation by disconnecting the PDN connec-
tions PDN2-PDN4 of the UE, and keeps only the PDN
connection PDN1 connected to maintain an attach status
of the UE with the APN. The core network can transmit
a PDN disconnect request message to the UE for deac-
tivating (i.e., disconnect) all the EPS bearers of a PDN
connection. Preferably, the deactivate request message
is a DEACTIVATE EPS BEARER CONTEXT REQUEST
message defined in the 3GPP standard. Therefore, re-
source of the PDN connections PDN2-PDN4 is released,
and an acceptance rate of the request for a high priority
service or an emergency service is increased.
[0045] Please note that, a criterion based on which
PDN connections the core network chooses to discon-
nect is not limited. For example, the criterion can be pref-
erence of the core network, activities of the PDN connec-
tions PDN1-PDN4 (e.g. disconnecting the PDN connec-
tions with low activities), priorities of PDN connections
PDN1-PDN4 (e.g. disconnecting the PDN connections
with low priorities), or any combination of above. In other
words, the core network may disconnect the PDN con-
nections with priorities lower than a priority of the service,
and keeps at least one PDN connection connected. The
core network compares the priorities of the PDN connec-
tions PDN1-PDN4, chooses at least one PDN connection
with at least one lowest priority, and disconnects the at
least one PDN connection. Since at least one PDN con-
nection is kept for maintaining the attach status, the UE
does not need to reattach to the APN and additional delay
is avoided. Therefore, when the PDN connection for pri-
ority/emergency services is established, the core net-
work can further disconnect other PDN connection with
lower priority.
[0046] Therefore, according to the above illustration
and the process 50, when a UE prepares to initiate a
PDN connection for a service to an APN by sending a
request, especially a high priority service or an emergen-
cy service, and the APN is in congestion, a core network
managing the UE can disconnect at least one PDN con-
nection associated to the APN. Accordingly, the new
PDN connection for the service can be accepted with a
higher acceptance rate by using the resource released
from the at least one disconnected PDN connection of
the UE.
[0047] Above examples illustrate how to solve insuffi-
cient resource, when a UE prepares to initiate a PDN
connection to an APN for a service. However, when the
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APN is in congestion for a long time, the UE may continue
to retransmit a request for priority/emergency service for
many times even though a back-off timer is used on the
UE for non-priority/non-emergency services. The re-
transmissions and rejections worsen the congestion of
the APN and increases load of the core network. In this
situation, it is benefit to release resource in advance such
that the core network can accept the request transmitted
by the UE immediately.
[0048] Please refer to Fig. 6, which is a flowchart of a
process 60 according to an example of the present in-
vention. The process 60 is utilized in the core network
shown in Fig. 1, for handling a plurality of UEs, each of
the plurality of UEs having at least one PDN connection
associated to an APN. The process 60 may be compiled
into the program code 214 and includes the following
steps:
[0049] Step 600: Start.
[0050] Step 602: Select at least one UE from the plu-
rality of UE, wherein each of the at least one UE does
not have a PDN connection with a high priority to the APN.
[0051] Step 604: Transmit a request message with a
back-off timer to the at least one UE, for detaching the
at least one UE from the APN.
[0052] Step 606: End.
[0053] According to the process 60, when the core net-
work detects the APN is in congestion, the core network
first selects the at least one UE from the plurality of UE,
wherein the each of the at least one UE does not have
the PDN connection with the high priority to the APN.
Then, the core network transmits the request message
with the back-off timer to the at least one UE, for detach-
ing the at least one UE from the APN. In other words, the
core network does not wait for a request for a service
from a UE and then tries to find resource for the service,
but actively solves the congestion of the APN in advance.
Therefore, not only an acceptance rate of the service can
be increased, but a number of rejections and retransmis-
sions of the request between the UE and the core network
can be decreased. The resource for transmitting the re-
jections and the retransmissions can be saved, and load
of the core network can be decreased.
[0054] For example, please refer to Fig. 7, which is a
schematic diagram of a wireless communication system
70 according to an example of the present invention. Fig.
7 is used for illustrating the process 60, and there are
UEs, UE1-UE4, a core network managing the UEs UE1-
UE4 which have PDN connections associated to the
same APN in the wireless communication system 70. In
particular, each of the UEs UE1-UE4 has at least one
PDN connection associated with the APN. The APN is
in congestion (i.e., overloaded) and the core network de-
termines to release resource in advance. After inspecting
the UEs UE1-UE4 with their PDN connections, the core
network may detach the UEs UE1-UE3 from the core
network (i.e., detach the UEs UE1-UE3 from the APN)
by sending a request message with a back-off timer to
the UEs UE1-UE3. A criterion based on which the core

network chooses the UEs UE1-UE3 is not limited. For
example, the criterion can be that the UEs UE1-UE3 do
not have a PDN connection with a high priority, i.e., a
PDN connection carrying a high priority service or an
emergency service. After the UEs UE1-UE3 receive the
request message which is preferably a DETACH RE-
QUEST message defined in the 3GPP standard, the UEs
UE1-UE3 detach from the core network and will not ask
the core network for attaching to the APN until the back-
off timer expires, i.e., stop running. Therefore, not only
the core network has resource for providing a high priority
service or an emergency service without a delay, but a
number of rejections and retransmissions of the request
between the UE and the core network can be decreased.
[0055] Therefore, according to the above illustration
and the process 60, when an APN is in congestion, a
core network actively detaches at least one UE which
has PDN connection associated to the APN for releasing
resource from at the least one UE. The UE being de-
tached is not able to reattach to the core network before
the expiry of the back-off timer. In this situation, the core
network may have enough resource for providing a high
priority service or an emergency service to a UE requiring
such services. Accordingly, not only an acceptance rate
can be increased, but a number of rejections and retrans-
missions of the request between the UE and the core
network can be decreased. The resource for transmitting
the rejections and the retransmissions can be saved, and
load of the core network can be decreased.
[0056] However, if a UE is detached from a core net-
work, the UE needs to perform an attach procedure to
reattach to the APN. Signalings of the attach procedure
are exchanged between the UE and the core network.
In general, a large amount of resources and power will
be consumed on exchanging the signalings. Therefore,
even though detaching the UE from the core network is
an effective way for solving congestion of the APN, a
method softer than detaching the UE may also be effec-
tive when the congestion of the APN is not too heavy.
[0057] Please refer to Fig. 8, which is a flowchart of a
process 80 according to an example of the present in-
vention. The process 80 is utilized in the core network
shown in Fig. 1, for handling at least one EPS bearer of
at least one PDN connection associated to the APN of a
UE. The process 80 may be compiled into the program
code 214 and includes the following steps:
[0058] Step 800: Start.
[0059] Step 802: Select at least one EPS bearer from
the at least one PDN connection.
[0060] Step 804: Transmit a deactivate request mes-
sage with a back-off timer to the UE, for deactivating the
at least one EPS bearer of the at least one PDN connec-
tion of the UE.
[0061] Step 806: End.
[0062] According to the process 80, when the core net-
work detects that the APN is in congestion, the core net-
work selects the at least one EPS bearer from the at least
one PDN connection, and transmits the deactivate re-
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quest message with the back-off timer to the UE, for de-
activating the at least one EPS bearer of the at least one
PDN connection for the UE. Before the expiry of the back-
off timer, the UE is not allowed to reactivate the at least
one EPS bearer within the at least one PDN connection.
In other words, different from the process 30, the core
network does not wait for a request for a service from the
UE or another UE and then tries to find resource for the
service, but actively solves the congestion of the APN in
advance. Therefore, not only an acceptance rate of the
service can be increased, but a number of rejections and
retransmissions of the request between a UE and the
core network can be decreased. The resource for trans-
mitting the rejections and the retransmissions can be
saved, and load of the core network can be decreased.
Besides, different from the process 60, the process 80
only deactivates the at least one EPS bearer of the at
least one PDN connection of the UE, but not detaches
the UE for disconnecting all PDN connections of the UE.
That is, the process 80 is softer than the process 60, and
prevents the UE from spending resource and time on
reconnecting to the APN.
[0063] For example, please refer to Fig. 9, which is a
schematic diagram of a wireless communication system
90 according to an example of the present invention. Fig.
9 is simplified from Fig. 1, and is used for illustrating the
process 80. In Fig. 9, a UE has multiple PDN connections
PDN1a-PDN4a to an APN. Further, taking the PDN con-
nection PDN1a as an example, there are EPS bearers
EPS1-EPS3 in the PDN connection PDN1a. The APN is
in congestion (i.e., overloaded) and the core network de-
termines to release resource in advance. The core net-
work can transmit a deactivate request message with a
back-off timer to the UE for deactivating (i.e., disconnect)
the EPS bearers EPS2-EPS3. Preferably, the deactivate
request message is a DEACTIVATE EPS BEARER
CONTEXT REQUEST message defined in the 3GPP
standard. The UE will not ask the core network for reac-
tivating the EPS bearers EPS2-EPS3 in the PDN con-
nection PDN1a until the back-off timer expires, i.e., stop
running. Therefore, not only the APN has resource for
providing a high priority service or an emergency service
without a delay, but a number of rejections and retrans-
missions of the request between a UE and the core net-
work can be decreased. Besides, the above example on-
ly takes the PDN connection PDN1a and the EPS bearers
therein as an example. Practically, EPS bearers in the
PDN connections PDN2a-PDN4a may also be deactivat-
ed in the same way according to an choice of the core
network, and is not limited herein
[0064] Please note that, a criterion based on which the
core network chooses at least one PDN connection and
at least one EPS bearer therein to deactivate is not lim-
ited. For example, the criterion can be preference of the
core network, activities of the at least one PDN connec-
tion, activities of EPS bearers of the at least one PDN
connection (e.g. deactivating the EPS bearers with low
activities) , priorities of the at least one PDN connection,

priorities of the EPS bearers of the at least one PDN
connection (e.g. deactivating the EPS bearers with low
priorities) , and is not limited herein. In other words, the
core network may deactivate the at least one EPS bearer
with priorities lower than a predefined priority within the
at least one PDN connection. Alternatively, the core net-
work compares the priorities of the EPS bearers within
the at least one PDN connection, chooses at least one
EPS bearer with at least one lowest priority, and deacti-
vate the at least one EPS bearer.
[0065] Therefore, according to the above illustration
and the process 80, when an APN is in congestion, a
core network managing the UE to access to the APN
actively deactivates at least one EPS bearer from a UE
for releasing resource. In this situation, the APN may
have enough resource for providing a high priority service
or an emergency service to a UE requiring such services.
Accordingly, not only an acceptance rate can be in-
creased, but a number of rejections and retransmissions
of the request between the UE and the core network can
be decreased. The resource for transmitting the rejec-
tions and the retransmissions can be saved, and load of
the core network can be decreased.
[0066] On the other hand, a core network can also re-
lease resource by adjusting at least one quality of service
(QoS) parameter of at least one EPS bearer of at least
one PDN connection of a UE. Please refer to Fig. 10,
which is a flowchart of a process 100 according to an
example of the present invention. The process 100 is
utilized in the core network shown in Fig. 1, for handling
the at least one QoS parameter of the at least one EPS
bearer of the at least one PDN connection the UE. The
process 100 may be compiled into the program code 214
and includes the following steps:
[0067] Step 1000: Start.
[0068] Step 1002: Determine the at least one EPS
bearer of the at least one PDN connection of the UE for
a modification of the at least one QoS parameter.
[0069] Step 1004: Transmit a request message to the
UE, for indicating the modification of the at least one QoS
parameter of the at least one EPS bearer of the at least
one PDN connection to the UE.
[0070] Step 1006: End.
[0071] According to the process 100, when the core
network detects that the APN is in congestion, the core
network determines the at least one EPS bearer of the
at least one PDN connection of the UE for the modifica-
tion (e. g. reduction) of the at least one QoS parameter,
and transmits the request message to the UE, for indi-
cating the modification of the at least one QoS parameter
of the at least one EPS bearer of the at least one PDN
connection of the UE. In other words, the core network
does not wait for a request for a service from the UE or
another UE and then tries to find resource for the service,
but solves the congestion of the APN in advance. There-
fore, not only an acceptance rate of the service can be
increased, but a number of rejections and retransmis-
sions of the request between a UE and the core network
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can be decreased. The resource for transmitting the re-
jections and the retransmissions can be saved, and load
of the core network can be decreased. Besides, similar
to the process 80, the process 80 also provides a soft
method for releasing the resource, and prevents the UE
from spending resource and time on reattaching to the
APN.
[0072] For example, please refer to Fig. 9, which is a
schematic diagram of a wireless communication system
90 according to an example of the present invention. Fig.
9 is simplified from Fig. 1, and is used for illustrating the
process 100. In Fig. 9, a UE has PDN connections
PDN1a-PDN4a with an APN. Further, taking the PDN
connection PDN1a as an example, there are EPS bear-
ers EPS1-EPS3 in the PDN connection PDN1a. The APN
is in congestion (i.e., overloaded) and the core network
determines to release resource in advance. The core net-
work first determines the EPS bearers EPS2-EPS3 of
the PDN connection PDN1a for a reduction of at least
one QoS parameter. Then, the core network transmits a
request message to the UE, for indicating the reduction
of the at least one QoS parameter of the EPS bearers
EPS2-EPS3 of the PDN connection PDN1a to the UE.
Preferably, the request message is a MODIFY EPS
BEARER CONTEXT REQUEST message defined in the
3GPP standard. Further, the back-off timer can be a Ses-
sion Management back-off timer defined in the 3GPP
standard. The UE will not ask the core network for recov-
ering the at least one QoS parameter of the EPS bearers
EPS2-EPS3 of the PDN connection PDN1a with the APN
until the back-off timer expires, i.e., stop running. There-
fore, not only the APN has resource for providing a high
priority service or an emergency service without a delay,
but a number of rejections and retransmissions of the
request between a UE and the core network can be de-
creased. Besides, the above example only takes the PDN
connection PDN1a and the EPS bearers therein as an
example. Practically, QoS parameters of EPS bearers in
the PDN connections PDN2a-PDN4a may also be mod-
ified in the same way according to an choice of the core
network, and is not limited herein
[0073] Please note that, a criterion based on which the
core network reduces the at least one QoS parameter of
at least one EPS bearer of at least one PDN connection
of a UE is not limited. For example, the criterion can be
preference of the core network, activities of the at least
one EPS bearer (e.g. QCI as a QoS parameter of the at
least one EPS bearer with low activities are largely re-
duced), priorities of the at least one EPS bearer (e.g.
ARP as a QoS parameter of the at least one EPS bearer
with low priorities are largely reduced) , or any combina-
tion of above. Besides, the at least one QoS parameter
may be at least one of an Quality class index (QCI), Al-
location and Retention Priority (ARP), aggregated max-
imum bit rate (AMBR), a maximum bit rate (MBR) and a
guaranteed bit rate (GBR) of the at least one EPS bearer,
and is not limited herein. Further, the UE must accept
the reduction of the at least one QoS parameter after

receiving the request message, if a back-off timer is run-
ning (i.e., meaning the APN is in congestion). Alterna-
tively, the UE disconnect the PDN connection or detach-
es from the core network in the case that the UE has only
one PDN connection, if the UE can not accept the reduc-
tion of the at least one QoS parameter after receiving the
request message and the back-off timer is running.
Therefore, the effectiveness of the process 100 is guar-
anteed even if the UE does not support the reduction the
at least one QoS parameter.
[0074] Therefore, according to the above illustration
and the process 100, when an APN is in congestion, a
core network managing the APN actively modifies at least
one QoS parameter of at least one EPS bearer for at
least one PDN connection of a UE for releasing resource
from the at least one PDN connection. In this situation,
the APN may have enough resource for providing a high
priority service or an emergency service to a UE requiring
such services. Accordingly, not only an acceptance rate
can be increased, but a number of rejections and retrans-
missions of the request between the UE and the core
network can be decreased. The resource for transmitting
the rejections and the retransmissions can be saved, and
load of the core network can be decreased.
[0075] Please note that, the abovementioned steps of
the processes including suggested steps can be realized
by means that could be a hardware, a firmware known
as a combination of a hardware device and computer
instructions and data that reside as read-only software
on the hardware device, or an electronic system. Exam-
ples of hardware can include analog, digital and mixed
circuits known as microcircuit, microchip, or silicon chip.
Examples of the electronic system can include a system
on chip (SOC), system in package (SiP), a computer on
module (COM), and the communication device 20.
[0076] In conclusion, the present invention provides
several methods for solving insufficient resource of an
APN. The methods include both active and inactive meth-
ods which can be utilized in a UE connected to the APN
or a core network managing the APN. Therefore, when
the UE needs to access a high priority service or an emer-
gency service with the APN, a request for the high priority
service or the emergency service can be accepted im-
mediately without a delay.
[0077] Those skilled in the art will readily observe that
numerous modifications and alterations of the device and
method may be made while retaining the teachings of
the invention. Accordingly, the above disclosure should
be construed as limited only by the metes and bounds
of the appended claims.

Claims

1. A method of initiating a service with an access point
name, APN, of a wireless communication system for
a mobile device in the wireless communication sys-
tem, the mobile device having a plurality of connec-
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tions with the APN, the method comprising:

disconnecting at least one first connection of the
plurality of connections from the APN, wherein
the mobile device keeps at least one second
connection of the plurality of connections con-
nected; and
initiating the service with the APN, after discon-
necting the at least one first connection from the
APN;
wherein the APN is congested or overloaded.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein disconnecting the
at least one first connection from the APN comprises:

disconnecting the at least one first connection
from the APN according to at least one of pref-
erence of a user of the mobile device, activities
of the plurality of connections and priorities of
the plurality of connections.

3. A method of handling a service for a network of a
wireless communication system, the method com-
prising:

receiving a request for the service from a mobile
device in the wireless communication system for
the mobile device to access the service via an
access point name, APN, of the wireless com-
munication system, wherein the mobile device
has a plurality of connections with the APN; and
disconnecting at least one first connection of the
plurality of connections of the mobile device,
wherein the network keeps at least one second
connection of the plurality of connections con-
nected;
wherein the APN is congested or overloaded.

4. The method of claim 1 or 3, wherein the service is a
high priority service or an emergency service.

5. The method of claim 3, wherein disconnecting the
at least one first connection of the mobile device
comprises:

disconnecting the at least one first connection
of the mobile device according to at least one of
preference of the network, activities of the plu-
rality of connections and priorities of the plurality
of connections.

6. The method of claim 1 or 3, wherein the plurality of
connections are packet data network, PDN, connec-
tions.

7. The method of claim 3, wherein the network com-
prises a mobility management entity, MME, or a
Serving GPRS Support Network, SGSN, or a mobile

switching center, MSC.

8. A method of handling a plurality of mobile devices in
a wireless communication system for a network of
the wireless communication system, each of the plu-
rality of mobile devices having at least one connec-
tion to an access point name, APN, of the wireless
communication system, the method comprising:

selecting at least one mobile device from the
plurality of mobile devices, wherein each of the
at least one mobile device does not have a con-
nection with a high priority to the APN; and
transmitting a request message with a back-off
timer to the at least one mobile device, for de-
taching the at least one mobile device from the
APN;
wherein the APN is congested or overloaded.

9. The method of claim 8 further comprising:

the at least one mobile device detaching from
the APN, and stopping reattaching to the APN
before the back-off timer expiries, and/or
wherein preferably the request message is a
DETACH REQUEST message defined in the
3GPP standard.

10. A method of handling at least one bearer of at least
one connection of a mobile device in a wireless com-
munication system for a network of the wireless com-
munication system, the mobile device having the at
least one connection with an access point name,
APN, of the wireless communication system, the
method comprising:

selecting the at least one bearer from the at least
one connection; and
transmitting a deactivate request message with
a back-off timer to the mobile device, for deac-
tivating the at least one bearer of the mobile de-
vice;
wherein the APN is congested or overloaded.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein selecting the at
least one bearer from the at least one connection
comprises:

selecting the at least one bearer from the at least
one connection according to at least one of pref-
erence of the network, activities of the at least
one bearer and priorities of the at least one bear-
er, and/or

the method preferably further comprising:

the mobile device deactivating the at least one
bearer from the APN, and stopping reactivating
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the at least one bearer to the APN before the
back-off timer expiries, and/or
wherein preferably the deactivate request mes-
sage is a DEACTIVATE EVOLVED PACKET
SYSTEM, EPS, BEARER CONTEXT RE-
QUEST message defined in the 3GPP standard,
and/or
wherein preferably the at least one bearer is at
least one EPS bearer, and the at least one con-
nection is at least one packet data network,
PDN, connection.

12. A method of handling at least one bearer of at least
one connection of a mobile device in a wireless com-
munication system for a network of the wireless com-
munication system, the mobile device having the at
least one connection with an access point name,
APN, of the wireless communication system, the
method comprising:

determining the at least one bearer of the at least
one connection for a modification of at least one
quality of service (QoS) parameter; and
transmitting a request message to the mobile
device, for indicating the modification of the at
least one QoS parameter of the at least one
bearer of the at least one connection to the mo-
bile device;
wherein the APN is congested or overloaded.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the at least one
QoS parameter comprises at least one of an aggre-
gated maximum bit rate, AMBR, a maximum bit rate,
MBR, and a guaranteed bit rate, GBR.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein determining the at
least one bearer of the at least one connection for
the modification of the at least one QoS parameter
comprises:

determining the at least one bearer of the at least
one connection for the modification of the at
least one QoS parameter according to at least
one of preference of the network, activities of
the at least one bearer and priorities of the at
least one bearer, and/or

the method preferably further comprising:

the mobile device accepting the modification of
the at least one QoS parameter after receiving
the request message, if a back-off timer is run-
ning; or
the mobile device disconnecting the at least one
connection from the APN, if the back-off timer
is running and if the mobile device can not accept
the modification of the at least one QoS param-
eter after receiving the request message,

wherein preferably the back-off timer is a Mobil-
ity Management back-off timer or a Session
Management back-off timer defined in the 3GPP
standard.

15. The method of claim 13, wherein the at least one
bearer is at least one evolved packet system, EPS,
bearer, and the at least one connection is at least
one packet data network, PDN, connection, and/or
wherein preferably the request message is a MOD-
IFY EPS BEARER CONTEXT REQUEST message
defined in the 3GPP standard.
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